Grapevine leaf water potential based upon near infrared spectroscopy
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ABSTRACT: Leaf water potential is a measure commonly used to describe crop water status and water stress dynamics. The established method for determining leaf water potential using a pressure chamber is cumbersome and subject to operator error as well as time/temperature limitations. These limitations prohibit the intensive sampling required to support proactive water management of commercial crops, including vineyards. Particular for grapevines there is need for faster, more precise and more reliable tools for determining leaf water potential in the field. Portable Near-infrared spectroscopy and multivariate data analysis were applied for the modeling and prediction of leaf water potential in grapevines. For field-grown wine grapes the most significant and intensive leaf absorptions occurs in the region from 1440 to 1950 nm and again beyond 2,200 nm. Multivariate analysis of these spectra, referenced against pressure chamber measurements as a standard, showed correlation coefficients from 0.87 to 0.95 clearly demonstrated that this technology can provide a fast and reasonable assessment of leaf water potential in the field.
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INTRODUCTION

Measurement and knowledge of plant water relations is required to understand the interactions between the plant and the surrounding environment. Water potential gradients help to explain the water flux in the soil-plant-atmosphere continuum. In spite of diurnal fluctuations, leaf water potential can be used to describe the plant water status and as an indicator of overall plant water stress (Hsiao, 1973; Tardieu & Katerji, 1990; Rana et al., 2004).

For grapevines, leaf water potential has been used for irrigation scheduling by Wample et al. (2005) and Deloire et al. (2005), among others. Leaf water potential measurements have been made primarily using the pressure chamber technique (Schollander et al., 1965). In spite of the many positive aspects of the pressure chamber, its usage in the field has the disadvantages of being invasive, demanding hermetical handling, and of being time consuming.

During recent years, developments in spectroscopic instrumentation and chemometric software
have made it possible to rapidly perform multivariate analyses, correlating spectral data with quantitative chemical data. These developments have led the way for a much broader use of spectroscopy such as an accurate predictor of chemical concentrations of substances within a wide range of media (Wold et al., 2001; Martens & Naes, 1983). In particular, NIR-based instrumentation has been used in a variety of agricultural areas, including viticulture and enology (Cozzolino et al., 2003; Kaye & Wample, 2005).

Since water typically constitutes over 80% of the mass of plant tissues, it is expected that changes in water content would result in changes in its spectral characteristics. This supports the authors’ hypothesis that the O-H vibration of water should exhibit a detectable and quantifiable absorption in the NIR region. Therefore, the objective of this work was to predict the leaf water potential for field grown grapevines, using miniaturized portable NIR-based instrumentation and multivariate analysis.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

**Vineyards**

The data for leaf water potential modeling was acquired from Syrah, Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon grapevines cultivated in vineyards transversing Californian’s San Joaquin Valley (SVJ) (36°45’ N, 119°45’ W), during the 2005 growing season. The data was gathered from berry set until véraison. The SJV is characterized by hot and dry summers with a persistently high vapor pressure deficit throughout the growing season and most of the rain occurring in winter. It is framed as BWk, following the Köppen climatic classification (Critchfield, 1983). In the California classification system it is in Region V, signifying the highest possible number of Growing Degree Days (GDD) per growing season (Winkler et al., 1974).

**NIR instrumentation**

Leaf samples were analyzed using a (portable) handheld NIR instrument trademarked as Le Vigneron, Luminar 5030 system (Brimrose Corp, MD, USA). The system’s NIR monochromatic beams were generated based upon Acoustic-Tunable–Optic-Filter (AOTF) technology (Workman & Burns, 2001). AOTF uses sound waves to vibrate an acoustically sensitive crystal inside the spectrometer. The vibrating crystal precisely fractionates a light source into specific wavelengths. Those wavelengths can then be focused upon a surface. NIR spectral reflectance can then be measured and expressed as transmittance.

The spectral range used was 1,100 to 2,300 nm in transmission mode, with a wavelength increment of 2 nm. The signal to noise ratio was increased by scanning this spectral range 100 times per measurement and averaging all the acquired spectra. After acquisition, the spectral data was converted to absorbance \((\log (1/T))\), the logarithm of the reciprocal of transmission.

**Laboratory Experimentation**

In order to develop a standardized procedure for NIR applications in the field, laboratory experimentation preceded field testing of the instrument. In a first attempt to calibrate the NIR instrument for grapevine leaf water potential predictions, shoots of Cabernet Sauvignon and Thompson Seedless were gathered randomly from a vineyard. Their ‘in-field’ leaf water status was maintained by submerging the cut end of the shoots in a large bucket of water and enveloping the entire shoot in a closed plastic bag. With the shoot end still submerged in water, holes were torn in the plastic to allow for spectral analysis of the leaves. The NIR spectra were acquired from only the bottom side of the leaves just prior excision from the shoots. As the NIR beam will penetrate beyond the thickness of the leaf tissue, an NIR-neutral surface was placed on the opposite side of the leaf. 15–20 spectra on average were collected from multiple interveinal positions in a random pattern from the underside of each leaf. The number of spectra collected was determined by the leaf relative size and durability. No less than ten spectra were collected from any leaf in the data set. No more than 25 spectra were collected from any leaf as to not fatigue the leaf’s tissue. Only 3–5 leaves were examined per shoot because the excessive contusions of the excised shoots was too damaging to the remaining leaves on the shoot.

Immediately after the NIR spectra were collected, the leaves were analyzed in a pressure chamber as per the protocol detailed by Boyer (1967). Leaves were bagged in small plastic bags and cut from the shoot with a razor blade before being placed in the pressure chamber.

For 30% of this sample set, subsequent to pressure chamber analysis each leaf was weighed and allowed to dehydrate by leaving it exposed at room temperature. The amount of dehydration was determined by weight loss. As much as 1–3% of the leaf water mass was allowed to escape. Thereafter the leaf was reanalyzed by NIR and pressure chamber in the same manner as previously stated. This allowed for calibration using marked changes in leaf water potential. All of the leaf spectra associated with any given pressure chamber value were averaged together to account for localized differences in water potential across each leaf. In total 103 averaged values were derived from more than 1600 usable spectra across the entire data set.
Vineyard Testing

To perform vineyard testing of the NIR over a large area, the NIR was equipped with a battery pack and transported on the front end of an all-terrain vehicle (ATV). “On-the-go” measurements of Syrah, Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon varietals were made in vineyards from Livingston, CA, to Delano, CA.

Approximately 904 spectra were acquired using the same procedure for scanning as described above. Vines were randomly selected within each vineyard and three leaves were scanned per plant. Mid-canopy leaves with sun speckling were chosen for the NIR analysis, as these leaves were thought to be most representative of the overall water dynamics in the vine. Notably, this was a deliberate departure from the procedural limitations of standard pressure chamber techniques, in contrast to the requirements of using fully exposed leaves at solar noon; the authors reasoned that in the SJV arid conditions, partially exposed leaves were more likely to be photosynthetically active than fully exposed leaves. Additionally, under most canopy conditions, partially exposed leaves should greatly out number fully exposed leaves. According to such examining, three partially exposed leaves should give a much greater indication of the overall health and water status of a vine than leaves which are temporarily at their maximum stress and photosynthetically inactive.

The scanning consisted of three readings (21 s) for each leaf. After being scanned, the leaves were wrapped in plastic bags, excised from the shoot, and placed in an insulated cooler over ice. The leaf water potential was then read at the first opportunity using a pressure chamber, according to methodology previously described in Boyer (1967). All leaves were examined from late June to early August, corresponding physiologically to the growth phase between berry set and véraison.

Chemometrics and data analysis

Acquisition and transformation of all spectral data was processed using Brimrose Snap 2.04® software (MD, USA). Chemometric analysis and statistical interpolation of the transformed spectra was accomplished using CAMO Unscramble 8.0® software (Norway).

Calibrations were developed using partial least square regression (PLS) with internal cross validation. PLS is a multiregressional technique that can relate the variation in one or several variables (in this case LWP, y-data) to the variation of several predictors (contained in the spectra, x-data) for descriptive or predictive purposes. The information in the original x-data is projected onto a small number of underlying (“latent”) variables called PLS components (PC’s). The y-data are actively used in estimating the “latent” variables to ensure that the first components used are those which are most significant for predicting the y-variable (Svante et al., 1983; Martens & Naes, 1983).

Full cross-validation was used to estimate the prediction error by splitting all samples into groups. One group was reserved for calibration and the remaining groups used for validation. The process was repeated until all groups were used for validation at least once. The performances of the models were then verified by (i) the models’ overall correlation coefficients (CC), (ii) the standard error of calibration (SEC), and (iii) the standard error of cross-validation (SECV). The best calibration model was selected based on the minimum SECV.

Separate models were created for the lab and vineyard data sets because of procedural differences due to the circumstance of data collection in a laboratory and vineyard environment. Additionally, the data sets were kept separate because of distinct differences in the patterns of spectral inflections between the two data sets. For the laboratory experiment, the first derivative of the absorbance data was needed to obtain the best model for prediction. For the field tests, no pre-treatments were needed to obtain the best models for calibration development.

For the vineyard tests, a combined model (SMCs) was created for the cultivars Syrah (S), Merlot (M) and Cabernet Sauvignon (Cs). Also, to further explore variety-specific trends, an additional model was created which examined LWP just in the cultivar Cabernet Sauvignon. This Cs model included spectra from the SMCs model and spectra from other Cs leaves sampled during a wider expanse of the growing season.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Individual LWP models were created for Syrah, Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon, with NIR spectrographs containing 904 averaged spectra for these calibrations (Figure 1). The main features of these spectra are distinguished by vibrational indicators at the 1450 and 1930 nm bands. These are very similar to the vibrational bond characterization for pure water in the NIR region as described by Shenk et al. (2001). In other agricultural products, these bands have corresponded to the first overtone of the O-H excitation for H2O and the combination of O-H and H-O-H deformation, respectively (Shenk et al., 2001). As such, we can assume with confidence that water within leaf tissue is also represented by these inflections and not overlapped by inflections from other cell constituents.
such as starch and cellulose (C-H bonds), that can also be measured with NIR. In fact, further studies of the matter (Shenk et al., 2001; Workman & Shenk, 2004) have lead the authors to speculate that the “up-turn” in absorbance beyond 2,200 nm (Figure 1) corresponds to the C-H bond vibrations characteristic of starch, cellulose or protein.

The variation in the amplitude of the profiles shown for O-H bonds (water) and C-H bonds (cellulose, starch, protein, etc) in the Figure 1 represent the combined variation in the water potential found in the vineyard test for these three cultivars. As discussed by Shenk & Workman (2004) the NIR spectrum is unique for each and every biological substance, much as fingerprints distinguish humans. The correlation and validation coefficients determined for combined SMCs model (Figure 2) indicate that the correlation coefficient for the calibration is 0.87 which is reasonable considering the data was obtained in the field. The near-overlap of the correlation and validation projections indicates that the model can be extrapolated to predict LWP over a wide range.

The number of components needed to explain the leaf water potential variability was approximately 10 (Table 1). However, three components were sufficient to explain most of the variance in the spectra (x-variable) (Figure 3). This type of reduction is expected in a PLS regression model, since for a set of data with reasonable correlation the first components carry most of the variance. For the rest of the modeled groups (Lab and: Cs) the performance is shown in Table 1.

When comparing the modeling approaches, the Cs model performed better than both the lab model and the SMCs model in spite of the small number of scans per leaf. It also yielded smaller values for SEC and SECV. This revealed that the data for Cs was less random and less projected PLS components were necessary to account for the variance to decrease the standard error of prediction to the minimum value (Table 1). From this we can interpret that we may be benefited by using less scans per leaf when predicting LWP. Physical variations across the leaf and abnormal excitation from repeated NIR scanning may have contributed to higher levels of background noise in the lab and SMCs models. This was further verified by the need to have used the first derivative of the absorbance values to compute the best calibration for the lab model. The first derivative transformation is commonly used to reduce background noise in statistical computations. Because of the excessive scanning used in the laboratory ex-

Table 1 - Descriptive statistics for the calibration models for wine grape leaf water potential, during the growing season of 2005.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Averaged Samples</th>
<th>PLS Components</th>
<th>Calibration Coefficient</th>
<th>SEC</th>
<th>SECV</th>
<th>BIAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lab</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>0.000017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field: SMCs</td>
<td>906</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.0000047</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field: Cs</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.0000039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEC: Standard error of calibration; SECV: Standard error of cross-validation

Figure 1 - Near-infrared spectra of leaves collected from Syrah, Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon cultivars. T = transmission.

Figure 2 - Actual versus predicted leaf water potential (LWP) in leaves of syrah, merlot and cabernet sauvignon (SMCs model). Corr.: Correlation and validation coefficients for the first and second line, respectively.
experiment (15–20 spectra per leaf), we may have over-saturated the system with background noise whereby requiring the first derivative to attenuate the interpretation of spectral data.

Other seasonal and procedural differences between the lab experiment and field tests may account for the differences in their spectral-graphs. The lack of stretching and deformation beyond 2,200 nm in the lab model might be explained by the differences in age of the measured leaves, as the lab portion of the experiment preceded the field test by more than 30 days. Additionally, shoots for the lab model were collected over the entire course of a day (over 3-days) as opposed to the field tests which occurred only from mid-mornings to mid-afternoons. It is possible that variations in the leaf starch content (representative of various phases of starch exportation from the leaf) across the day may have depleted the quantity of measurable C-H constituents in the leaf, mitigating the NIR signal in the 2,200 nm region. Other spectral differences between the lab and field test included a shift in the peaked interval for LWP corresponding to 1500 and 1700 nm respectively for the lab model. This shift can again be explained by seasonal, procedural or environmental differences in the experiment. As physical and biochemical changes occur in leaf tissue as the season progresses, corresponding changes in light scatter from NIR excitation can be expected.

Figure 4 may help to provide some further interpretation of the main differences between the three models. The first PLS loadings for all models represent the most significant points of variation between the spectra. The loading for the first component is characterized by the peaks (up and down) coinciding to the overtones and stretch/combination bands of O-H in the region of 1,430 and 1,950 nm, as previously described in Figure 1 for the two field tested models.

All models except for the Lab model, also have C-H stretching/deformation in the bands beyond 2,200 nm. The similarities between the loadings for Cs and SMCs models, suggest major consistencies exist between the two data sets. As water is the overwhelming constituent in all grape leaf tissue, it stands to reason that water should be consistently quantified in the same NIR regions.

The slight variations between the loadings for the two field models may be indicative of minor physiological differences between leaves associated with cultivar or varying levels of environmental stress.

CONCLUSIONS

The lab and field tests have demonstrated that the NIR technology can be used to quantify LWP respective to pressure chamber as the standard reference for this measure. As LWP is in constant flux, questions remain as to the best benchmark for assessing vine water status in the soil-plant-atmosphere continuum. The speed and flexibility of NIR offers a wide range of possibilities to answer these questions. Further research extending the use of NIR is likely to provide a paradigm shift in the way we consider these critical variables.

Analysis of spectra collected demonstrated wavelengths shifts at 1440 nm, 1950 nm and beyond 2,200 nm when examining leaf tissue in the field. PLS analysis has provided evidence that the 1,440 nm and 1,950 nm portion of the spectra was used to quantify LWP. Further researchs are needed to determine the nature of the spectral inlections beyond 2,200 nm.

The best predictive models for leaf water potential were found to be variety-specific. Our data has also indicated that separate calibration may need to be derived for the various phases of leaf maturity.
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